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“Nova star” in the Andromeda Nebula

31 августа 1885 г. на обсерватории в г. Тар-
ту астроном Э. Гартвиг обнаружил новую
звезду около ядра туманности Андромеды
M31.
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rakendusmatemaatika professoriks. Aastal 1886 pöördus Lindstedt tagasi Stokholmi, kus jätkas
edukalt oma pedagoogilist ja teaduslikku tegevust.

Joon. 5. E. Hartwig.

Karl Ernst Albrecht Hartwig (1851 — 1923) sündis Frankfurdis Maini ääres Saksamaal, õppis
Erlangeni, Leipzigi, Göttingeni ja Müncheni ülikoolides. Omandanud kõrgema hariduse, sai ta
matemaatika ja füüsika õpetaja kutse. 1874. aastal sai Hartwig õpetaja koha Strassburgi, kus
jätkas tööd kohaliku observatooriumi assistendina. Observatooriumis tegeles ta ekspeditsiooni
vaatlusmaterjalide läbitöötamisega, mis käsitlesid Veenuse üleminekut päikesekettast (1874), ja
ekspeditsioonil käsutatud heliomeetri uurimisega. 1880. aastal omistati Hartwigile doktorikraad.
1882. aastal käis ta teaduslikul komandeeringul Venemaal, Rootsis, Soomes ja Taanis. Samal
aastal juhatas ta saksa ekspeditsiooni, mis suundus Bahia-Blancasse Argentiinas, et vaadelda
Veenuse üleminekut päikesekettast.

1884. aastal asus Hartwig Tartusse astronoom-observaatori kohale. Tartu tähetornis töötas ta veidi
üle poolteise aasta ja juba 1886. aasta jaanuaris   pöördus tagasi Saksamaale, et juhatada
Bambergi observatooriumi ehitamist. Seejärel   oli  ta   kuni   surmani   uue  observatooriumi
direktoriks.

Tundub imelikuna, et Tartus ei võtnud Hartwig osa tähetorni põhilisest tööst -tsooni tähtede
koordinaatide määramisest meridiaanringiga, mis tavaliselt oli astronoom-observaatorite
ülesandeks. Põhjus paistab olevat selles, et perioodil 1883—1886 töötas meridiaanringiga
Schwarz ise, kontrollides oma mõõtmisi aastaist 1870—1873. Tartus vaatles Hartwig peamiselt
heliomeetriga. Ka tema pioneerlikud tööd helkivate ööpilvude vaatluste alal ja esimese
galaktikavälise supernoova avastamine Andromeeda udukogus toimusid Tartus.

Ernst Hartwig (1851–1923)



Edwin Hubble (1889–1953)

• Extragalactic nature of “nebular objects” (1920–1933).

• The expanding universe — “Hubble’s law” (1929).



Robert Gendler (2002)



W. Baade and F. Zwicky

Walter Baade (1893–1960) Fritz Zwicky (1898–1974)
Zwicky (1940):
Baade and I first introduced the term “supernovae” in seminars and in a lecture
course on astrophysics at the California Institute of Technology in 1931.

Обозначение: SN 1054, SN 1987A, SN 2000aa
Признак: L ≥ 1041 эрг/сек

Baade & Zwicky (1934):



Supernova 1993J in the Galaxy M81

Maund et al. (2004)



Supernova 1994D in the Galaxy NGC 4526

High-Z Supernova Search Team, HST, NASA (1998)



Supernova 2005cs in the Galaxy M51

GaBany (2005)



The Hubble Space Telescope (1990, 2.4 meter)

STS-103, STScI, ESA, NASA (2001)



The Hubble Deep Field

Williams, The HDF Team, NASA (2002)



The Year of Distant Supernovae

High-Z Supernova Search Team, HST, NASA (1998)



Presence of SN 1885 Remnant in galaxy M31

Fesen et al. (2007)



SN 1006: Supernova Remnant in X-Rays

NASA/CXC, Winkler (2013)



SN 1054 – Crab Nebula (M1)

NASA, ESA, Hester, Loll (2005)



X-Rays From Tycho’s Supernova Remnant

NASA/CXC, Lu (2011)





CassiopeiaA Supernova Remnant in X-Rays

Hughes et al., NASA/CXC/SAO (2002)
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Figure 1. Relative fractions of CCSN types in a volume-limited sample

from LOSS. This is slightly different from the fractions quoted in Paper II,

in order to better suit the aim of this paper as explained in the text. The main

difference is that we exclude SNe in highly inclined galaxies because of

extinction effects, and we reorganize the class of SNe Ibc-pec (namely, we

moved broad-lined SNe Ic from the ‘Ibc-pec’ category to the ‘Ic’ group).

included them, the fraction of SNe IIn would be significantly higher;

note that even without the SN impostors, however, our relative frac-

tion of SNe IIn is higher than in previous studies (Cappellaro et al.

1997; Smartt 2009). The criteria for excluding an individual SN im-

postor are admittedly somewhat subjective, but this is a necessary

step since the diversity and potential overlap of SNe IIn and massive

star eruptions are not fully understood yet. Generally, if an object

has a peak absolute R or unfiltered magnitude brighter than −15

and has linewidths indicating expansion speeds faster than about

1000 km s−1, we include it as a real SN IIn. Less luminous and

slower objects are considered impostors and are excluded.

Unlike previous studies, we include a category called ‘SNe

Ibc-pec’ (peculiar; see Paper II). This category was necessary to

introduce in Paper II because some SN Ibc vary significantly from

the template light curves used to derive the control times for SNe

Ib and Ic. As such, the ‘Ibc-pec’ category in Paper II includes some

Table 1. Volume-limited core-collapse SN fractions.

SN type Fraction Error

(per cent) (per cent)

Ic 14.9 +4.2/−3.8

Ib 7.1 +3.1/−2.6

Ibc-pec 4.0 +2.0/−2.4

IIb 10.6 +3.6/−3.1

IIn 8.8 +3.3/−2.9

II-L 6.4 +2.9/−2.5

II-P 48.2 +5.7/−5.6

Ibc (all) 26.0 +5.1/−4.8

Ibc+IIb 36.5 +5.5/−5.4

broad-lined SNe Ic such as SN 2002ap that are clearly SNe Ic.

We have moved these to the SN Ic category for the purpose of

this paper, since they clearly correspond to massive stars that have

fully shed their H and He envelopes. This has a small effect on the

overall statistics, because broad-lined SNe Ic are very rare in our

sample, contributing only 1–2 per cent of all CCSNe. This is in

agreement with the recent study of Arcavi et al. (2010), who find

that broad-lined SNe Ic contribute only 1.8 per cent of CCSNe in

large galaxies. It is noteworthy, however, that Arcavi et al. (2010)

find broad-lined SNe Ic to be much more common (∼13 per cent

of CCSNe) in low-metallicity dwarf host galaxies. We also exclude

SNe occurring in highly inclined galaxies, where dust obscuration

may introduce statistical problems that are difficult to correct. As

a result of these minor adjustments, made because our goal of in-

vestigating implications for massive-star evolution is different from

the goal of deriving relative rates and correcting for observational

biases, the relative fractions of various SN types in Table 1 and

Fig. 1 differ slightly from the results in Paper II.

In quoting fractions of various SN types, we ignore metallicity,

galaxy class, and other properties, although we are cognizant of the

importance of these properties and consider them in our discussion

below. The galaxies included in the LOSS survey span a range of

luminosity, with most of the CCSN hosts corresponding roughly

to metallicities of 0.5–2 Z⊙ (Garnett 2002; the LOSS galaxy sam-

ple spans a range of MK from about −20 to −26 mag, but most of

the CCSN hosts are in the range of −22 to −25 mag; see Paper

II). We note some trends in Paper II, such as the fact that SNe IIn

appear to prefer lower luminosity spirals, whereas SNe Ibc seem

to prefer large galaxies and therefore higher metallicity, consistent

with previous studies (Prantzos & Boissier 2003; Prieto et al. 2008;

Boissier & Prantzos 2009). LOSS is biased against very faint dwarf

galaxies, since larger galaxies with potentially more SNe were tar-

geted to yield a richer harvest of SNe. However, low-luminosity

galaxies seem to have more than their expected share of star for-

mation per unit mass, and probably contribute 5–20 per cent of the

local star formation (Young et al. 2008). If unusually luminous SNe

IIn and II-L favour such low-luminosity galaxies, as some recent

studies may imply (Smith et al. 2008b; Miller et al. 2009; Quimby

et al. 2009), then this may slightly raise the relative fractions of

SNe IIn and II-L compared to our study. Recently commissioned

untargeted surveys can help constrain this contribution (see Arcavi

et al. 2010, as noted above regarding broad-lined SNe Ic in dwarf

hosts).

Our volume-limited survey within 60 Mpc includes 80 CCSNe,

compared to the heterogeneous volume-limited study of 92 CCSNe

within 28 Mpc summarized by Smartt (2009). However, because the

LOSS survey was conducted with the same telescope in a system-

atic way, we are able to make proper corrections for the observing

biases, as Paper II describes in detail. We also have much more

complete spectroscopic follow-up observations and we monitor the

photometric evolution of the SNe we discovered, which particu-

larly affects the relative fractions of SN II-P versus II-L, IIn and

IIb, all of which are sometimes called simply ‘Type II’ in initial

reports. Thus, samples of SNe using identifications from initial re-

ports are often unreliable or unspecific, but our study resolves this

issue because our more extensive photometric and spectroscopic

follow-up observations allow us to more reliably place the SNe

in subclasses. Consequently, our observed fractions of CCSN types

differ from those of previous studies in a few key respects. The main

differences compared to SN fractions listed in various studies re-

viewed by Smartt (2009) are as follows.

C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 412, 1522–1538

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C© 2011 RAS

Li et al. (2011), Smith et al. (2011)
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Light Curves of Type Ia Supernovae

Li et al. (2011)



Light Curves of Type II Supernovae

Li et al. (2011)



Light Curves of Type Ibc Supernovae

Li et al. (2011)
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In the Heart of the Crab

Blair et al. Hubble Heritage Team, NASA (2000)



Cooling Neutron Star in CassiopeiaA

NASA/CXC/UNAM/Ioffe/Page, Shternin et al; NASA/STScI;
NASA/CXC/Weiss (2011)



IC 443: Supernova Remnant and Neutron Star

NASA/CXC/Gaensler et al., NASA/ROSAT/Asaoka & Aschenbach,
NRC/DRAO/Leahy, NRAO/VLA (2006)



X-ray Emission from SNR PuppisA

Snowden, Petre, Becker et al., ROSAT Project, NASA (1998)



Central Compact Objects in SN Remnants

Pavlov et al. (2003)



Echos of Supernova 1987A

Malin (1997)



CassiopeiaA Light Echoes in Infrared

Krause et al., SSC, JPL, Caltech, NASA (2005)



The CassiopeiaA Supernova Was of Type IIb

44Ti produced for a stellar mass of 15 to 20 M⊙

(23). A 44Ti mass of 1.6+0.6–0.3 × 10−4 M⊙ has been
measured in the Cas A remnant (24). This is con-
sistent with theCasA supernova being an optically
bright supernova such as SN 1993J.

Because the density and composition of the
interstellar cloud giving rise to the echo is rel-
atively unconstrained, it is difficult to accurately
determine the peak brightness and light curve of
Cas A from the scattered light. The circum-
stances regulating the infrared emission are sim-
pler, and because the dust cooling time in the
infrared echo is short (5) the rate of fading at 24 mm
should be similar to the rate of fading of the
heating energy pulse. The surface brightness at
the peak position of the infrared (IR) echo within
140 days between 20 Aug 2007 and 7 January
2008 faded by a factor of 18 ± 3. This can be
compared toabrightnessdecreasebya factorof17
in the exponentially decayingbolometric light curve
of SN 1993J (25) between day 33 and day 173.

It is a historical enigma whether Astronomer
Royal Flamsteed witnessed the Cas A supernova
on 16August 1680 at sixthmagnitude (26). For the
peak visual brightness of –17.5 mag for SN 1993J
(25) and a foreground extinction of AV ~ 8 mag, a
maximum visual brightness of 3.2 mag would be
predicted. This value and the rapid decay (e.g., to
sixth magnitude in only 2 months) are consistent
both with the lack of widespread reportage, indi-
cating the peak was fainter than third magnitude
(15), and Flamsteed’s observation. The visual ex-
tinction varies across the remnant, andwe have con-
sidered here themost likely extinction valuewithin
the plausible range at the center of Cas A (27).

One aspect about Cas A remains puzzling: The
progenitor of SN 1993J was a binary star as now
confirmed by the detection of a companion (28). A
progenitor of 15 to 25 M⊙ that loses its hydrogen
envelope to a binary companion and undergoes an
energetic explosion is more consistent with the
theoretical models and observational constraints for
Cas A than an evolved single star undergoing core
collapse (15). Although there is at present no
evidence for a companion that has survived the

explosion (27), it might be speculated that two bi-
nary companions merged during a common enve-
lope phase before the explosion (29). The observed
asymmetric distribution of the quasi-stationary floc-
culi (18, 30) near Cas A might originate from the
loss of such an envelope.

Lastly, we address one difference between the
Cas A supernova spectrum compared with that of
SN1993J: the presence of two unresolved emission
lines at 8727 and 9850 Å, which we suggest are
from neutral carbon in the interstellar echo cloud.
The cloud is located at a distance of 266 ± 23 light
years to Cas A [supporting online material (SOM)
text]. For the light curve of SN 1993J (25), the peak
visual brightness of the Cas A supernova at the lo-
cation of the cloud is –12.9 mag, slightly brighter
than full moon and leading to a flux density of
F5600Å ~ 4.9 × 10−4 erg cm−2 s−1 A−1, which is
about 1000 times stronger than the interstellar radi-
ation field in the solar vicinity. The color temper-
ature of SN1993J nearmaximum lightwas close to
10,000K (25). Although the relative flux of Lyman
photons capable of ionizing hydrogen is low at such
a color temperature, the excitation of carbon lines
can still be substantial (31): Carbon is, by a factor of
10, the most abundant atom that can be ionized by
photons less energetic than the Lyman limit. Emis-
sion lines of carbon are therefore ubiquitous in the
predominantly neutral shielded environments of
dense interstellar clouds irradiated with ultraviolet
(UV)-optical radiation (31, 32). The [C I] transi-
tions at 8727 and 9850 Å lines are known to be
the brightest carbon emission lines of photon-
dominated regions in the optical wavelength range
(32); however, these lines have so far never been ob-
served as the most prominent lines in supernovae.
Thus, it appears likely that the carbon lines are not
intrinsic to the supernova spectrum but excited by
the UV-optical supernova flash in the echo cloud.
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Fig. 3. Spectrum of
the Cas A supernova
and SN 1993J. Spectral
features are labeled
with their rest wave-
length given in Å. The
spectrum was extracted
from theaperture shown
in Fig. 2 and binned to
11.2 Å per pixel.
Details of the data re-
duction are described in
the SOM text. The com-
parison spectrum of
SN1993Jwas dereddened
by using E (B – V ) = 0.2
mag (28) and shifted
by log(Fl) = 4.
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SN 1998bw and GRB 980425:
Supernova – Gamma Ray Burst Connection

Holland, Hjorth, Fynbo, ESA, NASA (2002)



SN 2006GY: Brightest Supernova

Smith, Li, Bloom, Hansen et al. (2007)



Diversity of Supernova Light CurvesDiversity of SN Light curves 
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Smith et al. (2007)



Физическая Картина Взрывов Сверхновых
Тип M E MNi Stellar Explosion

(M�) (1051 erg) (M�) remnant mechanism

Ia ∼1 ∼1 ∼0.1-1.1 none thermonuclear

Ibc ∼20+25 ∼1 ∼0.2 NS/BH grav. collapse

Ic-pec ∼30 ∼20–50 ∼0.5–07 NS/BH grav. collapse
hypernovae

IIL, IIP ∼9–30 ∼0.2–4 ∼0.01–0.1 NS/BH grav. collapse
IIb, IIn

very bright ∼30–100 ∼10 ? NS/BH grav. collapse
IIn none pair instability

• Basic values for core-collapse supernovae:
The gravitational binding energy of a neutron star is about 1053 erg.
The kinetic energy of a supernova is about 1051 erg.
The radiated energy of a supernova is about 1049 erg.

• The radioactive decay 56Ni →56Co →56Fe.



Theory and observation in the H-R diagram

1. In the rightmost portion of this figure (logTeu4.7),
evolutionary tracks of model single stars (of initial com-
position close to that at the Sun’s surface and of initial
masses 0.2, 1, 5, and 25 M() are shown together with the
positions of a selection of bright and nearby optically
visible real stars. The tracks are defined by models that
are solutions of the equations of stellar structure, includ-
ing nuclear transformations at rates based either on
laboratory cross-section measurements or on well-
established weak interaction theory. Heavy portions
along the tracks indicate where evolution proceeds on a
core nuclear-burning time scale. The real stars are rep-
resented by filled circles of four different sizes (1
=smallest, 4=largest, etc.); most of them are from Allen
(1973). Figure 1 is very busy and the reader might find it
useful to examine simultaneously Figs. 1 and 5 in Iben
(1991a) and Fig. 1 in Chiosi et al. (1992).

One of the strongest arguments for the general notion
that heavy elements are made in stars is the existence of
three different sequences defined by real stars that can
be understood in terms of the nuclear burning evolu-
tionary models. Apparent discrepancies between the lo-
cation of real stars in a given sequence and the locus
defined by connecting the heavy portions of theoretical
tracks for the relevant nuclear burning stage can in most
cases be understood as consequences of uncertainties in
observational estimates or of inapproriate choices of the
parameters (such as initial composition and the effi-
ciency of convection) chosen for the theoretical models.

Size 2 filled circles in Fig. 1 define a ‘‘main sequence’’
that is clearly coincident with the band defined by model
stars that are burning hydrogen in their cores (the first
heavy portion of the tracks). The main-sequence life-
time is inversely proportional to roughly the 2.25 power

FIG. 1. Theory and observation compared in the theoretical H-R diagram. For guidance, lines are shown along which stellar
radius is constant (dashed lines of negative slope). Solid curves in the right-hand portion of the figure are evolutionary tracks for
single stars of mass 25, 5, 1, and 0.2 M( . Heavy portions of the tracks denote phases of core nuclear burning. Dashed curves
labeled 0.6M( and 0.85M( are evolutionary tracks following the superwind state on the AGB during which model stars of initial
mass 1M( and 5M( , respectively, lose most of their hydrogen-rich envelopes and evolve into white dwarfs; ‘‘sunburst’’ symbols
along these tracks show where hard photons from the contracting central star are emitted sufficiently frequently to excite the
ejected matter into fluorescence as a planetary nebula. Solid circles are observed white dwarfs (smallest), core hydrogen-burning
main-sequence stars (next largest), core helium-burning stars (second to largest), and red giants or red supergiants (largest)
burning hydrogen and/or helium in a shell (most data from Allen, 1973). Shown also is the track of a model of mass 0.6M( which
experiences a final helium shell flash after having become a white dwarf and evolves into a ‘‘born again’’ AGB star. The
dash-dotted track describes the path of a model white dwarf of mass 1M( accreting matter from a hydrogen-rich companion (Iben,
1982); after accreting a critical mass, the model experiences a nova explosion and evolves to high luminosity before returning to
the white dwarf state. The solid star symbols describe ultra-soft x-ray binaries (USXRs, smallest), central stars of post classical
novae (Post Novae, next largest), and central stars of planetary nebulae (PNNi, largest) (see Iben and Tutukov, 1996a for
references). The maximum luminosity of low mass x-ray binaries for which distance estimates are available are shown in the
left-hand panel along a line of constant radius comparable to the radius of a 1.4M( neutron star or a 10M( black hole (data from
van Paradijs, 1995; van Paradijs and White, 1995; and Tanaka and Lewin, 1996, as used by Iben and Tutukov, 1977).

1002 Wallerstein et al.: Synthesis of the elements

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997

Wallerstein et al. (1997)



Composition of the Universe
After Big Bang After nucleosynthesis in stars

NEWS & VIEWS
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‘esoteric’ theory that is needed only to 
understand issues of relativistic gravity 
and high-energy physics. On the contrary, 
SR today has many practical applications. 
In particular, SR is at the basis of the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) and is 
important for a consistent and meaningful 
interpretation of data such as Earth 
rotation or satellite geodesy. SR underlies 
the International Atomic Time (TAI) and 
high-precision metrology, and therefore 
the consistent de"nition of physical units. 

Indeed, SR has gained the status of an 
applied science.

However, we should be prepared for 
the possibility that at some level SR might 
be violated. Most attempts to formulate a 
theory of quantum gravity (see, for example, 
ref. 7) suggest such violations. #ey are 
expected to occur somewhere on the Planck 
scale (that is, at energies of about 1019 GeV). 
It is, however, an open issue whether such 
violations may occur at lower energies. Any 
improved test of SR is therefore also of high 

importance in the search for a theory of 
quantum gravity.
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A
stronomers, who sometimes like to 
simplify a very complicated universe, 
o%en describe it as being composed 

of just three things: hydrogen, helium and all 
the rest. #at part which is not hydrogen and 
helium, they call ‘metals’. #e metals make up 
less than 2% of the mass of stars such as the 
Sun, yet without them the universe would be 
a dull place with no planets or life. We now 
know that hydrogen and most of the helium 
were made in the Big Bang — that is, they 
were there from the beginning — but what 
about all the rest (Fig. 1)?

For at least the 80 years since we have 
known of the existence of the atomic nucleus 
and suspected that nuclear fusion powers 
the stars, it has been thought that these 
heavier elements were created out of lighter 
ones as a necessary consequence of stellar 
evolution. In the late 1930s, Hans Bethe and 
Charles Critch"eld wrote down the reaction 
sequences that power the Sun and other 
similar stars3,4, but they only turned hydrogen 
into more helium. #en the war intervened 
and it was the 1950s before attention turned 
again to the twin problems of stellar energy 
generation and nucleosynthesis. In 1952, 
Ed Salpeter5 proposed the ‘3α–process’ 
responsible for turning helium into carbon in 
stars more evolved than the sun, and in 1954 
Fred Hoyle6 outlined the high-temperature 

processes responsible for making the 
elements from oxygen through to iron in 
even hotter stars.

#is year, however, marks the 50th 
anniversary of two other seminal works 
widely credited with giving birth to the 
"eld of nuclear astrophysics. One7 was 
published in the Reviews of Modern Physics 

by Geo/ Burbidge, Margaret Burbidge, 
William (‘Willy’) Fowler and Fred Hoyle 
(B2FH). Another less accessible but 
highly in;uential work was published 
contemporaneously by Al Cameron8. 
A meeting to celebrate the anniversary 
took place at the California Institute of 
Technology, 23–27 July 2007. Slides from the 

Two papers published in 1957 helped to define the field of nuclear astrophysics. Since then, 

the field has expanded to include a broad range of phenomena in addition to the origin of 

the elements.
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Figure 1 Abundances then and now. Both panels show the logarithm of the mass fraction of the stable elements plotted 

as a function of their atomic number. a, Composition of the universe following the Big Bang1 before any nucleosynthesis 

in stars. Besides hydrogen and helium only a tiny trace of lithium exists. b, Composition of a typical star (the Sun2) 

14 billion years later as a consequence of nucleosynthetic processes operating in stars. Hydrogen and helium are still 

most abundant, but 79 other stable elements also exist in appreciable abundance. (Figure courtesy of Alex Heger).
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